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HHD 

 

 910147: Added set default bin for non-Multibin w/h in stock lookup process. 
 910456: Added function to search via description from stock lookup screen. 
 910486: Fix for restart scanners live adjusts seems to turn itself back on. 
 Added new feature for live PO receipt with product code. 
 Added new feature for live transfers destination bin at end, this will only work with standard transfers and live link 

 910520: Allowed 3 characters for how many packed at the end of picking. 
 910250: Printing labels for total number of boxes after a pick then printing a packing list. 
 910538: live link or batch mode it shows correct order with correct product but on traceable screen it shows 

required quantity is 0; this is with live link, and with batch mode it doesn't ask for traceable data even if I have 
stock file on scanner. 

 910026: When entering blank courier information on the final part of Requisitions, if any field is blank, it comes up 
with 'NullReferenceException’ 

 910435: Added pack size for standard live picking and standard live PO receipts, this will calculate correct required 
quantity and displays correct pack size. 

 Fixed for: Prompt to combine orders when using marshalling. 
 Fixed for: live transfer with stock check file, was not creating transfer file after finish. 
 Multiple bug fix for live transfers. 
 Bug fix for: stock requisition. 
 Multiple Bug fix for purchase orders with live link. 
 Bug fix: Doesn’t allow to insert "/" or "." with on screen buttons when you live picking with pick & pack 

 Fix for: not changing bin with live standard picking and pick & pack methods. 
 Fix for: printing pallet label, HHD was crashing if user scans incorrect product. 
 Fix for: printing box label, HHD was crashing if user scans incorrect product. 
 Fix for: prompting combine orders even if "Prompt for combine orders" is not selected. 
 Fix for: when user start packing was showing courier screen even if full courier is not selected. 
 PACK ONLY FLAG SHOULDN’T BE AVAILABLE FOR MARSHALLED PICKING. Changed tick boxes on settings screen to 

prevent this option. 
 Fix for: HHD crash if user input quantity to max characters with live picking with marshalling. 
 Bug fix: scanning incorrect barcode and than scan correct barcode with standard live picking was setting quantity 

field with text "OK" 

 Fix for: HHD crash with standard live picking with factored item when user tap on order line. 
 Fix for: HHD crash with decimal and factored item with pickNextLine Formatexception. 
 Fix for: "Quantity contains non-numeric characters" with factored item with live standard picking and pick & pack. 
 Fix for: batch stock transfer when user scans TO w/h was changing FROM bin number. 
 Fix for: 2way transfer in batch mode when user scans warehouse code on TO tab was looking for live link and 

showing invalid warehouse while warehouse is correct. 
 

LiveLink 

 

Live Stock Transfers: 
 Fix for: with standard live transfers if you tick "Set Destination Bin as pick face" and set Min. & Max. value for bin 

and if you check in opera it does not set Min. & Max value for bin. 
 Fix for: live transfer with traceable item was not showing any records in MJM traceability after transfer.  

 Fix for: PO receipt with Use PO List & Force Batch collection with LL ON and Prompt for bin on PO receipt when 
you scan valid bin it still shows Invalid bin do you want to use accept it message. 

 Fix for: IHEAD - shows correct excluding vat value - 1.99, vat, and also goods value on front screen of sales order 
processing 
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 Fix for: order progressed with pack only method shows incorrect excluding vat value 0.02 [this value looks like it's 
dividing excluding VAT value with exchange rate 1.99 / 130.000000 = 0.02]and this only happens with Japanese 
yen. 

 Multiple bug fix: for standard live picking: live link fails with VFP error 12 in method poststockissue at line 7718 
variable 'TOLOC' is not found 

 Bug fix: for Not printing delivery note, Exception occurred File access is denied GOERRORHANDLER. In 
printdeliverynotes 

 New courier method added to create single manifest for all orders for each country. 
 Bug fix: for courier method variable 'LCFP' is not found. 
 Multiple Bug fix: for courier LAMB 

 Bug fix: for courier was incrementing number of pallets by one. 
 Multiple Fix for: live picking by route. 
 

MultiBin and Tracking 

 

 Fix for: MJM Traceability was not showing any record after live transfers, but if you do batch transfer it does shows 
traceable record. 

 

Bridge 

 

Fix for PO Processing: 
 Price decimal with 3DSP in DO_Head table. 
 After posting PO CTRAN cost price was showing foreign currency value instead of home currency. 
 Unit cost & value of delivery were showing incorrect decimals for products with 3DSP on price. 
 Was not showing correct format value for product with 3DSP on price. 
 Was not showing Cost Price & Value in home currency format for each line if PO is progressed via GRN. 
 Addition: Allow user to change number of copies for label printing from send purchase order details screen. 
 Addition: New check box added "Set default purchase order label quantity to one copy per line item. 
 

Fix for Sales Order Processing: 
 Opera was crashing with 1734 property 'MJ_PACKEDBY' is not found when user imports OD.csv file to despatch 

sales order. 
 

Bridge 3 

 

 Fix for changing PO line value after posting PO with foreign currency. 
 Fix for crashing sales order despatch 

 Fix for crashing on UDS 

 Multiple fix for stock transfers crashing 

 Fix for crashing on stock movement printing 

 Fixed foreign currency issue HD12345 

 Addition to stocktake, if user logged on as ADMIN & MANAGER will allow Overwrite Existing Count, but if logged 
on as USER will not allow to overwrite existing count. 

 

Despatch Manager 

 Version number moved to Option screen. 
 Bug fixed: Erroring on Awaiting Despatch if Check tab is enabled.  
 Bug fix: fixed remove button on lines to not require the entire line to be selected 

 Added option to change pick note to only show lines in the order warehouse 

 Added "Mark All" check box into deliver order screen to mark all orders 
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 Added select printer to print delivery note from Deliver Order screen. 
 Bug fix: Column orders now saves in Delivery order screen. 
 Added ability to cancel picked lines from awaiting dispatch 

 Bug fix: Corrected app Icon 

 Added required fields to delivery form (Job Ref “Extra Ref” / DOC number / Stock Code / Description / Memo / Job 
No / Quantity Outstanding) 

 Changed defaults for "Clear Picker on Priority (In Pick) to Un-ticked, but was ticked by default 
 910422: Added to remove picked order with marshalling from lines screen, which will de-allocate quantity once 

removed. 
 910514: Added Free Stock columns in lines screen to display current available stock. 
 

Stock Tracking 

 

 910250: Fix for printing labels for total number of boxes after a pick then printing a packing list. 


